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A Bell-Harp or English-Harp: conservation and/or restoration (?)

PLATE 1: Bell-Harp, late 19th C. Top view

PLATE 2: Bell-Harp, late 19th C. Underside view

PLATE 3: Bell-harp, late 19th C. Inside view

History
The Bell-Harp or English Harp 1 was invented by John Simcock of Bath in the 18th
century 2 and as well as the standard reference sources 3 three more recent articles 4, 5,
6 describe and discuss the history, tunings, playing technique and a few surviving
examples. John Simcock was also a bell-ringer which skill he advertised and
performed 7. The Bell-Harp is thought to have survived into the late 19th century and
possibly early 20th century as a domestic novelty and as a French street-musician’s
instrument. There are a few extant Bell-Harps in museums; several in Pre-Raphaelite
paintings, but only one known historical photograph of the instrument in the playing
posture 8. (See PLATE 4)

PLATE 4: Two musicians holding Bell-Harps in the playing position c.1900 (?)
The extant later instruments typically consist of a fairly lightweight, flat rectangular
box that contains a longitudinally arrayed set of typically between 8 to 19 wire strings
(or up to 24) spatially arranged in two sets for the left and right-hand thumbs. The
strings hitch to a bridge-block at one end and attach to wrest-pins on the other for
tuning, in a similar way to other zithers of the period. 18th C examples, apparently
made by John Simcock, have a more elaborate trapezoidal shape and more complex
construction with strings arranged in multiple courses. For example the instrument
in the V&A (accession 240-1882) (PLATE 5)

PLATE 5: Bell-Harp by John Simcock with multiple course stringing.
(V&A Museum acc. 240-1882)
The simplest diatonically tuned 8-string versions were easier to play domestic
novelties, made c.1880 by R.Cook & Co in London, sold, and labelled as ‘Fairy Bells’.
(See PLATE 6)

PLATE 6: 8-string ‘Fairy Bells’ Bell-Harp by R.Cook & Co. London c.1880
Walsh 9 discusses the ‘Fairy Bells’ variant at some length and offers some (unverified)
sound samples as well as evidence of historical advertised public performances.

Playing technique
The Bell-Harp is held by the sides at the narrow end, more or less at arm’s length in
the downward position with the ‘face’ of the instrument towards the audience (see
Plate 4) The strings are plucked with the thumbs equipped with plectra 10 while the
instrument is swung side-to-side like a pendulum to produce an ethereal bell-like (?)
sound. Surprisingly, there are no current exponents, reliable videos, or verifiable
recordings of these instruments in authentic use.
William Tan’sur described the instrument and playing technique, including the use
of thumb plectra, in 1772 11 also in his dictionary entry in the same book 12
‘The Bell- Harp, is in Form like a Bell,
And swung with both Hands whilst
playing; whose Strings are of
Wire, stretched over several Bridges, and struck with a Piece of
Quill or Plectrum, fastened on the
Thumbs’.
Description
This example under conservation (probably late 19th century) has 19 plain unwound
steel strings arranged in two sets: 7 for the left thumb and 12 for the right, one of
which is a drone string.
The string gauges in thou (left side to right side) on this instrument are:
34/27/28/20/20/20/20-----19/19/19/19/18/18/18/18/18/18/18/18.
Left side
/
Right side
The string lengths in millimetres:

600/570/540/515/485/458/432--200/222/243/263/284/306/328/347/367/387/405/377.

Left side

/

Right side

Galpin gives a tuning regime for a 16 triple-course instrument 13
E -F♯-G -A -B - C- C♯ on the left and
D-C♯-B-A-G-F♯-E-D-D (8ve down) on the right
Ascending pitch >>>
/
Descending pitch >>>
Although the current example has 19 strings, the same general tuning pattern is
applicable.
A simplified ‘Fairy Bells’ 8-stringed version with an octave compass is tuned:
CDEF-CBAG and a 10-stringed version: CDEFG-EDCBA following the same left to
right ascending/descending pitch layout.
The flat box is approx. 643mm x 200mm x 52mm. The top is 5mm thick the back
7mm thick and sides 9mm thick. It consists of a glued, nailed and screwed
construction (although the nails may be a later repairer’s work). The wood of the
back and sides and the wrest-blocks appears to be Spruce wood in various sections.

There are two cavities beneath the playing area, covered with thin ‘soundboard’
portions about 2mm thick, one of which is decoratively pierced with holes about
3mm in diameter. A thin, blank panel also of Spruce wood tops the adjacent cavity.
These two ‘soundboards’ are supported on block struts. (See Diagram 1).

Diagram1: Drawing of ‘soundboards’ and cavities (not to scale)
The large, main top covering panel (see Plate 1) appears to be recycled Poplar or
Birch wood about 5mm thick. Its internal surface bears stencilled marks of an old
packing case or crate. Since this cover material is different from the rest of the
construction, it is likely to be a later, but reasonably accurate replacement. This top
panel has two slanted cutaways or ‘soundholes’ of typical form and a single round
hole allowing access to the 19 wrest-pins for tuning.
The varnish, covering most of the instrument, seems to be a thin coating of
reddish/orange earth pigment, possibly red ochre, in a binder of probably shellac.
The lower underside section of the instrument (see Plate 2) has an area of thin black
paint, probably consisting of bone-black pigment in a shellac binder.
A thick, crudely cut, leather strap/loop, nailed on the left-hand holding position,
stabilises grip on the instrument in use. A woven woolly fabric fragment, attached on
the right-hand grip area, perhaps acted as a padding for the player’s right hand.
There are two decorative components: one at the top edge consisting of a serpentine
curved pediment (see Plates 1 & 3) made from a thin curved rib, supported with a
kerfed inner edge-lining. Pediments are common on clock cases, picture frames and
various furniture throughout history and generally, they are decorative elements. In
this case, the empty space under the pediment could theoretically act as another
resonating chamber. The other decorative element is at the bottom outer edge and
consists of a flat serpentine moulding beneath the hitch-pin array (Plate 7). The
shape echoes some common 18th century decorative motifs and is a simplified
version of a Simcock component

Plate 7: Hitch-pin array with decorative moulding beneath. Metal bar saddle above.
Leather loop at the left and fabric remnant on the right.
On cursory inspection this instrument seems to be crudely made, but is actually a
sophisticated design with at least 20 fitted wooden components plus about 40 metal
parts (wrest and hitch pins, bar bridge) and 19 strings as well as screws and nails.
The presence of extra resonating chambers and the very orderly arrangement of the
wrest-pins and hitches as well as the confident assembly suggests the work of a
skilled artisan familiar with stringed-instrument design and construction.
Since there are no labels or other markings on the instrument, further attribution is
impossible without comparable examples.
Conservation
Deterioration (cracks, splits, shrinkage, warping, mould, rust, insect frass, insect
flight-holes, insect carcasses etc.;) due to unfavourable storage conditions and pest
attack by wood-boring insects, probably the typical woodworm and powder-post
varieties 14, was noted. A fragment of woven woolly cloth on the upper outer-edge of
the instrument’s right-hand grip area showed signs of moth larvae attack.
The multiple insect infestation did not appear to be active. However ‘live’ activity can
be checked by vacuuming loose detritus (and keeping it for microscopy or other
analysis) then isolating a suspect object in a sealed (ideally plastic) container for
some time (say a week or two). Observe for any signs of dynamic frass expulsion
(that is a phrase) from existing flight-holes, or the appearance of new flight-holes, or
indeed live larvae or actual moths. Decide on a suitable treatment if any signs
emerge.
Several conservation options for eradicating insect pests are available 15. The best
treatments are those that leave no toxic residues or chemical substances behind in
the wood and do not adversely affect the structure or condition of the object.
Chemical insecticides or enduring chemical impregnations, although expedient, are
inadvisable. The relatively small size of this instrument and simple, thin wood
construction suggests that a deep-freezer approach would be a possible, effective and
cheap option 16. However, it is inadvisable to treat old guitars or violins or other more

complex wooden instruments or objects in that way. The Thermo LignumTM process 17
is also generally unsuitable for musical instruments.
The anoxia approach (oxygen-free enclosure for some time) is preferable in most
cases.
Some weak, deteriorated sections of wood on this Bell-Harp were disintegrating to
dust, due to the insect activity, indicating the need for consolidation with an
appropriate medium. Consolidation of deteriorated wood is usually not reversible,
but saving original fragments is normally a better conservation strategy than fitting
new replacement parts. Conservation-grade, low-viscosity epoxy-resins, or more
recently devised, material-compatible, Nano-cellulose preparations are possible
options for restoring strength and stability to severely deteriorated wood. Vacuum
impregnation, syringe injection, spray or brush application are some typical
application methods, depending on the circumstances.
The metal parts (wrest-pins, hitch-pins, wire strings) are all ferrous metal, weakened
due to rust. Visual inspection, intuition and experience suggested that some of those
parts were at risk of fracture or breakage under any strain or torque and were
unsuitable for further use. Metals are crystalline by nature and aged, corroded and
fatigued metals can easily fracture at crystal boundaries. The rusted strings appeared
beyond further re-use, but they do contain valuable metric and metallurgical
information and could be analysed in future. String sections cleaned of superficial
rust in several places were diameter measured to +/- 0.5 thou. accuracy. For
conservation of rusted metal alone, it is not necessary to remove the rust if an object
can be stored or displayed in a suitable environment. Rust only forms if there is both
excess moisture and oxygen present. Controlling these factors eliminates the need for
rust removal. For rusted (or corroded) metals, in contact with wood, consider an
assessment of the risks for example of causing splits due to wood shrinkage, or
staining by corrosion products.
CONCLUSIONS
Although it is possible to ‘restore’ this relatively rare instrument to playing order, the
multiple interventions needed would significantly compromise and alter its
structure, material composition and design. It is not commercially valuable and the
construction and materials are basic, but the existence of just a few surviving
historical examples suggests that it should be conserved by stabilisation, repair and
re-attachment of broken or damaged components and applying a minimum
intervention approach rather than conducting full ‘restoration’ in the traditional
sense.
Sound sampling, to construct a digital model of the instrument’s sound and acoustic
profile, would only be possible if it were in more stable, intact and functional state.
Since all the materials and construction details are known or observable, it is
possible to make a replica for test, use, sound sampling and possibly performance in
due course.
Chris Egerton

Stringed-instrument conservator/restorer
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